LAWS OF LIFE OF MY
MY

DEAR

.

GOD!

Before Your Lotus-feet I humbly place the Laws of my Life, which helped me
found a beauty of my Soul and led me to a revelation that already Life by itself
is a beautiful gift in which each and every must find His greatest and deepest
personal happiness.
In Life you can find yourself and God, (perfect) inner Peace, you can give your
All to an unknown person, you can see yourself in sun and look at God with your
own eyes, you can meet your soulmate and become the best friend to yourself
for Eternity …
Nevertheless you can go alone through the darkness-night into your Soul’s
Divinity-Light, in supernatural Bliss of your Own in an incredible selfrecognitioning, in the mirror of your Soul and Realisation that God is the
Beloved One and that we are all eternally His, plus this that this path within is
like a Divine gift from God and unconditionally magnificent.

FIRST PART
1. MIND FILTER  FIRST ART OF LIFE IS THAT WE REALIZE EVER GREATER MISTAKES ON EVER SMALLER
MISTAKES.
Whoever misses a day – may (s)he foresee that the same can happen with his Life. Whoever doesn't miss out
her/himself – he has met Perfection. Whoever doesn't miss God - (s)he will realize himself.
2. COMPREHENSION MAXIM  SUBJECTIVE IS EVERYTHING BUT SOLE SUBJECTIVITY.
Because our experiences are already subjective, are also our conclusion subjective. Subjectivity can not be subjective,
because it is already personal – subjective for every individual.
3. BRIDGING TIME  AN ILLUSION IS FOR MOST PEOPLE AN APPROACH IN WHICH IN A CERTAIN TIME
INTERVAL AB, ONLY FOR THAT THAT CC AND AFTERWARDS WE SOLVE A CERTAIN PROBLEM AA BACK.
This is just one aspect of an idea of »an illusion«. Here is the emphasis on that that C  C and that time interval has to be
limited. It is used when we can not see the way on(read: for bridging too difficult obstacles).
But beware: most of the people with »lost« lives has A forever replaced with B and they probably replaced D, E, F, G, X and
Y too and thus creating many parallel realities.
4. THING OF REASON  THE MOST DETRIMENT IS NOT TO LOSE A LIFE, CENTURY, DECADE, YEAR, MONTH,
WEEK, DAY, HOUR, MINUTE, SECOND. MORE DETRIMENT IS TO LOSE THIS VERY MOMENT.
That's not a fact, but a goal, to which person must aspire and at that moment his or hers life will become perfect. Every his
or hers moment will become independent and logical on its own.
Condition: here we need to conquer fear of death and aspire every day for a better future.
5. THREE WINNING STEPS  WHAT WE DO IS IMPORTANT, HOW WE DO SOMETHING IT IS MORE
IMPORTANT AND WHY WE DO SOMETHING IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING OF ALL.

Who is good towards his evil intentions just to become more conscious and consistent and human – he knows for sure that
through tears it is worth to live – because everybody has to step on his private stairs. On them he or she can come only, if
that is given to him or her. And on the end of stairs it is waiting a treasure or a gift or even person's own Soul to reward him.
6. SELF-CONTACT  THE BEST COVER (BEFORE REALITY) IS CONFRONTATION (WITH THE SAME REALITY).
We all did at what time run away before a reality. Most of the people always run away before the reality.
7. INDEPENDENCE  OUR INTENTIONS DEPENDS ON WHAT WE ARE DOING, BECAUSE THE VERY SAME
THING(S) CHANGE/S US.
Because that what person does, this changes him or her. No matter the fact that very that work he or she can immediately
terminate. The highest form of work is to love, what is an upgrade of work for Peace (natural Peace, world Peace, Soul’s
Peace, absolute Peace). At such work dependence is not important (read: does not disturb as much as in other cases), because
with it is outgrown and forgotten – because of the nature of Peace.
8. BOUNDLESSNESS  WE ARE FREE, WHEN WE HAVE THE WILL TO STOP DOING, WHAT WE ARE DOING.
Because when we terminate something, we also begin something new  each and every person chooses for her/himself, what
to start new from fresh.
9. DUALITY  IF YOU WANT TO HAVE AN EMOTIONAL LIFE WITH FREE EMOTIONS, YOU MUST FIRST
UNDERSTAND YOUR OWN EMOTION’S BIJECTIVE PART.
If you want to be generous you must first be enough selfish for yourself to do this. Because being selfish feels good in the
beginning and it is feeling that matters and if you want to keep that feeling afterwards, after a while you must become
generous.
Whoever wants to pass by the defence mehanisms, should this (and that ) understand, that Life it is art to live. This is true
mostly for the love emotion and it is a condition for a healthy feeling and living.
10. TRICKLING THROUGH  THE SECOND ART OF LIFE IS THAT, THAT WE SEE A NEW OPPORTUNITY IN EACH
PROBLEM OR IN AN OBSTACLE.
Through a crise is the shortest way that in which we see an opportunity and not a menace. But we should know that that
mentioned above is the narrowest path and mind here can not get through his own karma without God's Compassion, which is
for a human mind like a invaluable remedy in our world of diseases and in times of trouble.

SECOND PART
11. HAPPY END  GOD IS SUPERIOR TO TIME AND INSIDE GOD RESIDE ETERNITY OR IT IS GOOD TO KNOW
THAT THIS IS THE LAST DAY OF MY LIFE THAT I WILL BE LIVING.
This what happened to me today was my last chance to improve myself – because progress is being made differently as mind
alone expects it.
Sparkle: Time is a special instrument of God and as such deserves a special place in a philosophy of Life. But we should know,
that God transcends time in every aspect.
12. UNDENIABLE POTENTIAL  EVERYBODY LIVES THAT KIND OF LIFE THAT HE OR SHE DESERVES AND AT
THE SAME TIME IS ABLE TO EXPERIENCE IT FULLY.
If I behave or respond patheticly, that does not mean that I alone am pathetic. If X has worse starting point and does not
want to see the solution is that her/his guilt (read: her/his karma). If I start on X A (with other words »on worse«) and
suceecced/transcend, then my result will be greater A-times more (thought in that way, that greater so many times as worse
was my origin).
13. TO ERR IS HUMAN  IT IS UNCOMPARABLE BETTER TO MAKE A CONSCIOUS MISTAKE THAN TO DO
NOTHING.
Do you remember, that we are learning on mistakes. Better it is have in Life a happy end than endless begining. Here we
should know why we make a mistake, because only when we can continue in our inner Life. I state here, that God is not against
the mind, that's why in spirituality it is not reasonable to make mistakes because of sole mistakes. I just want to remind you,
that here I reason a condition, that we know,why we make a mistake.
Our guidance should become an activity and not rest, because activity is most natural state of human spirit.
14. REAL LIBERATION PROCESS  A PAIN IS A WARNING, THAT (CAN) FREE/S US FROM DEATH.

It is a warning on mistake-s or a conflict in ourselves and on that that we have to change our relationship or a manner.
Because when somebody doesn't know something, than he or she doesn't want to know that very thing – this is showing how
much we as people underestimate ourselves.
Keyword is here: »becoming conscious of«.
15. SPRINGBOARD OF VIRTUE  EVERYTHING WE DO AND ACCOMPLISH IS JUST A STAIR FOR THE NEXT
LEVEL AND A NEW DISCOVERY.
Whatever we do in our own world is just a trial to come on a spiritual level. Here is one's own mind manifesting as a stair
to the seat of one's own Soul – what is with other words Heart. If mind wants to work as a stair (read: spiritualy), than
he must get Divine inspiritation from Higher Forces, we could say from stars.
Inspiration: if philosophy, thinking,analysing or even specualtion is correctly directed (if it is directed towards Higher ideals,
towards Higher values, towards God) it can help as a temporary crutch or a stair or in a computer language »cash memory« in
such what that it bring some partial Joy in Life; however true Joy brings Heart (and Soul and what is God's) and their
activity.
16. FROM POTENCY TO ACCOMPLISHMENT  A LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING IS A DEGREE OF BEING CONSCIOUS
WITH ONE'S CONSCIOUS WILL.
Through a level of understanding one can liberate his or hers consciousness and raise his or hers level of conscoiusness.
17. BASIS OF FAITH AND CONSCIOUSNESS  TO BE CONSCIOUS OF SOMETHING IS THE LOWEST LEVEL OF
UNDERSTANDING.
In one's own Life a person is always »downwards« limited with a capabilty of being conscious.
18. HEAD ON SHOULDERS  A CAPABILITY OF COMPREHENSION IS THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF
UNDERSTANDING.
In our deepest Aspiration person is always »upwards« limited with capability of understanding.
19. LAW OF LOCALITY  MY LAWS CAN HELP YOU, IF YOU SEE YOURSELF OR YOUR LIFE THROUGH THEM OR
IF YOU AT LEAST UNDERSTAND YOUR LIFE THROUGH THEM
For solution is understood best, if it is turned around on head. Even in inverse meaning it is very secret, so it lives through
conditions. And because it is so conditional can live only in Heart ... and only there it is complete and sincere to herself (read:
can world undersatnd her).
20. LOVEFUL FAITH  AT LAST THE TRUTH SPOKE: “THE ONE THAT FOR ME IN HELL GOES, THAT HAS
UNDERSTOOD THE LAW #1”.
NATO PA JE RESNICA REKLA, DA KDOR GRE ZANJO V IN SKOZI PEKEL PO POTI DHARME (DOLŽNOSTI), TA SI
JE PRVI ZAKON ŽIVLJENJA OSMISLIL.
Here a person should go in and through hell because of one's own dharma and finally completely transform the negatives.
Beloved is the one, who really believes oneself (all that is good).
P.S. for the 1. law: »That is so very conditional, that can be born only in the very depths of one's own Heart«.

THIRD PART  FIRST UPGRADE
21. PERSONAL GROWTH  IF YOU WANT TO BE GREAT, YOU SHOULD ASPIRE FOR THAT, THAT TOMORROW
WILL BE A BETTER DAY.
Here is found happiness and Joy.
22. DIVINE INFIRMITY  EVERY DAY ON ITS OWN IS INDISPENSABLE MERCY, THAT IS HERE ONLY FOR
THAT THAT WE (CAN) TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.
In the same way we could say, that it is every morning and every hour, minute or just a second here only because of that,
that we can lift up our consciousness and/or transmute our feeling and/or transform our thinking. This law should be
understood so, that we are the only right person that no substitute will be able to replace and that only we alone can get an
opportunity, which everyone offers one's own Soul. Every single day we cannot »replace«, because it is already invaluable
alone. With word 'replace' I thought on that, that its function (the function of the day) would settle one different day. But
it is true that days or with another phrase 'inner world exams' connected with each other, that we are growing with and in
them and that if we fall we always get a second chance just in another – different form. So that exam and with it its day
equivalent the one before or the others. I personally deeply believe, that every day is equally important no matter the fact
that there are days, when we can get plenty of mercy from a pious saint or a spiritual master and we can be completely
forgiven in a single moment or in a single hour. That's why [1°], because here on Earth evolution is first and definitely exist

a way that we grow in tough, dark and lonely moments. That's why [2°] we cannot learn evrything at once. That's why [3°]
we have to learn to respect oneself first (at least to one degree) and [4°] live only for sole own Soul and not other (maybe
supremely Divine person); and [5°] because w are all in cycle in which we grow and grow up, strenghten oneself and at the
end (hopefully) realise ourselves as one human family.
23. CARPE DIEM  TO ENTER INTO AN ETERNAL LIFE MEANS SURRENDERING TO THE HIGHER FORCE AND TO
A DIVINE PLAN.
Enter and enjoy each and every day in every Way for every Price. Enjoy in each moment and taste each and every moment;
enjoy – that benefit doesn't vanish before You are There alone tasting Eternity and Immortality ...
24. GOD EXISTS!  WHY DO YOU NOT LEAVE EVERYTHING TO THE GREAT LAW OF THE UNIVERSE
AND PASS EACH DAY WITH A PEACEFUL SMILE?
This is a triumphant news meant for Joy of our daily lives. This is meant for everybody and anybody and who follows it sleeps
in Peace.
If commandments are not meant for a celebration, then I really do not know ... Perhaps these restrictions are meant for a
discipline, faith and trust and are used for an underground solid rock foundation for Divine Peace – with such basis to love
and be loved is much easier.
25. BE HAPPY!  BE THANKFUL FOR EACH AND EVERY MORNING.
Enjoy life and worry not about things that wouldn't matter in ten years anyway. What is must learn is not to worry. Worrying
takes a lot of energy. We all know the poem: »Don't worry, be happy!« and to act like this let happiness prevail in our Hearts
and with time other Divine qualities will follow in a happy Heart of ours, like gratitude, Peace, completeness, Divinity and
surrendered Mind as humility itself.
26. BE SILENT!  IF YOU WANT TO SAY SOMETHING, THEN YOUR WORDS MUST BE SMARTER THAN SILENCE.
The Power of Silence is great. We must learn to undo our minds, our feelings, our emotions and with that empty our Hearts
and Minds. So the New Life dawns in us.
27. TOMORROW HOPES THAT WE HAVE LEARNED SOMETHING FROM YESTERDAY.  DON'T LIE -> DO NOT
OFFEND
If lie in the beginning does You any good, then at the end it turns into misery. If truth in the beginning hurts You, then at
the end it turns into success and benefit. If you tell a lie, then you'll have to tell a 2nd lie to cover up the 1st one!

28. PRAY AS EVERYTHING DEPENDED ON GOD AND WORK AS EVERYTHING DEPENDED ON YOU.  NOW IS THE
MOST CONVINIENT TIME FOR PROGRESS HAPPINESS AND SUCCESS
Because in the future more will be expected from You it means that now is a better time for progress than tomorrow
(tomorrow is differently defined than today and exists in more sublime form and si immortalized in the principle of existance
and is also a part of presence; and that presence will become a part of future we must live here and now).
Because in the past it was more difficult – as a proof we must look how many times past burdens us and how many times we
think how nice the past was and now is gone, but in reality we now suffer from the same past activities: first problem we
should solve with a phrase past is dust, and the second is the fiend of our ego that is illusion, which yearns to control us. We
should solve this so that we accept our responsibilities and prove the value of our earthly being as a Soul sent from God to
Earth to fulfill its Life meaning and mission for others.

From fantasy to destiny to purity to humility to faith to obedience to hope to courageousness to acceptance to peace
to freedom to love to devotion to surrender to Soul to Mercy to Guru to God.
29. AWARENESS OF HIGHER AND DEEPER THAN OURSELF. I AM THE SUPREME IDIOT FOR MYSELF AND TO
MYSELF AND OF MYSELF
BECAUSE
30.  TO BE CONTINUED

LAWS ARE FUNCTIONING ONLY IN THE HIGHEST PLANE. IF THEY DO NOT WORK FOR
YOU EXPAND YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS ON A HIGHER PLANE, SO THAT YOU STEP ON A
HIGHER STAIR OF YOUR (PSYCHIC) MIND.

FINAL PARADOX:
I love You, whoever believes in both of us ...

LEGEND:

.




PERSONAL HAPPINESS,HEART
CENTER, HEART CENTER
STEP
BECOMES
ABSTRACT INTELLIGENCE

PRIVATE STAIRS

LIFELONG PATH AS A DIRECTION OF COMPLETE SOUL TO THE
ABSOLUTE BELOVED SUPREME LORD GOD. ANOTHER
EXPRESSION WITH A SIMILAR MEANING IS A »PERSONAL
LADDER.«
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